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Struggling with Class Relations
at a Los Angeles Aqueduct
Construction Camp
ABSTRACT
Western work camps offer unique opportunities to examine
the evolution of class relations in American society during the
late-19th and early-20th centuries. The short-term occupations
that characterized many of those communities can be used
to examine quality of life, working conditions, and relations
among workers at particular places and moments in time.
By comparing conditions in camps from different periods,
meaningful insights can then be gained concerning changes in
class relations over time. Class relations are examined at a
camp occupied in 1912 and 1913 during the construction of
the Los Angeles Aqueduct. It is argued that the behavior of
the camp’s workers and supervisory staff must be understood
in the broader context of the history of class struggles and the
negotiation of class identities. While national and global trends
influenced local class dynamics, regional conditions ultimately
determined the timing of particular transformations.

Introduction
Early-20th-century western work camps were
an outgrowth of a national economy that
depended on the extraction of needed industrial
resources from peripheral areas and the transportation of those raw materials to industrial centers.
Such communities were typically occupied for
limited periods of time by highly transient
laborers, many of whom were recent immigrants
willing to take on the less desirable work found
in such remote places. Life in western work
camps was defined by work, although that should
not be taken to suggest after-hour activities were
insignificant. It does imply, however, that relations between workers and their employers are
an important focus for studies of such properties. Workers (and sometimes their families)
resided in such communities by virtue of their
employment and moved on to other places when
they quit or were laid off. Or put differently,
employment was usually a condition of residence
in such camps.
The nature of class relations and working
conditions is examined at a work camp occupied
between April 1912 and February 1913 during
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the construction of the first Los Angeles Aqueduct. That community, referred to hereafter as
the Alabama Gates camp (CA-INY-3760/H), was
the focus of detailed archaeological investigations that sought to understand the behavior of
workers and their dependents within the context
of widespread social and economic changes
associated with the development of industrial
capitalism (Van Bueren et al. 1999). While
closely dated occupations like the one at the
Alabama Gates camp have special value as
snapshots of particular places and moments in
time, a central premise is that their enduring
significance can only be realized by placing the
camps in the context of long-term class struggles
grounded in regional political developments.
The industrialization of the American economy
in the late-19th century fomented radical changes
in the organization of work and the structure
of society (Katz et al. 1982; Licht 1995). An
essential aspect of that change was the development of a system where power, privilege,
and the economic benefits of production were
concentrated in the hands of capitalists at the
expense of the wage laborers who were actually
responsible for production. The exploitation
of wage labor remains the foundation for the
profitability of all capitalist ventures. That
fundamental premise has been the basis for
ongoing dialogs between wage earners and
capitalists over what constitutes fair compensation and working conditions. Capitalists brought
the power of their ownership of the means of
production to those interactions, attempting to
minimize expenses by keeping wages low, and
playing workers against each other. Workers
influenced the dialog by exercising various forms
of resistance.
Improvements in wages and working conditions generally came as a result of conscious
acts of resistance by workers. The only other
pressure that induced capitalists to increase pay
and other benefits voluntarily was a shortage
of workers. The term resistance, in the sense
used here, encompasses more than just deliberate
challenges delivered through acts of sabotage,
deliberate reductions in productivity, or withholding of labor. It may also include actions
that diverge from the behavioral expectations of
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employers like the City of Los Angeles—expectations regarding efficiency, timeliness, and
sober comportment that were influenced by the
dominant middle-class ideology of the times.
Viewed from that broad perspective, resistance
is simply the opposite of obedience, conformity,
and cooperation. Its full archaeological signature
becomes visible only when viewed in relation
to the dominant values of the period and the
policies of particular employers. While acts of
worker resistance failed to produce fundamental
changes in the structure of the capitalist system,
progressive improvements in working conditions
were negotiated, particularly following the turn
of the century. The factors that influenced those
changes hold considerable interest to archaeologists and historians.
Of course the dynamics of class relations in
early-20th-century American work camps cannot
be reduced to a simple duality (Wurst 1999).
The ranks of the middle classes rapidly expanded
to include salaried managers and other privileged wage laborers whose interests diverged
from those of lower-paid workers. Employers
shrewdly used an array of scientific management
strategies such as elaborate job-classification
schemes, differences in pay, and discriminatory
hiring practices to exploit differences in the
workforce as a way to deter organized resistance.
Perceptions of difference and inequity have
thus played a significant role in the process of
industrialization, the evolution of class consciousness, and the nature of dialogs both among wage
laborers and between those workers and their
employers. As such, this analysis draws upon
the notion that class relations and identities are
constantly negotiated (Beaudry et al. 1991).
Scientific Management and the Uses of
Diversity
Differences among members of society have
been used throughout recorded history to achieve
various social objectives. During the late-19th
and early-20th century, American capitalists often
used ethnic, racial, gender, and job classification
schemes to exploit divisions in the workforce
as a means to enhance productivity. Through
efficient exploitation of the workforce, these
“scientific” management strategies emphasized the
specialization of work assignments, hierarchical
power relations, and productivity. Elaborate
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job-classification schemes were developed to
institutionalize separations within the workforce,
and preferential hiring practices generally gave
the highest paid positions to those who were
native born or northern European immigrants.
Bonuses and other incentives were also typically
offered in a discriminatory manner to boost
production while driving wedges between different groups of workers.
The construction of the Los Angeles Aqueduct
provides an instructive example of such scientific
management strategies. A resolution adopted by
the Los Angeles Board of Public Works in late
1911 identified 93 different job classifications for
the aqueduct project, some with as many as 13
pay steps (Los Angeles Board of Public Works
1911). Table 1 lists the salary ranges for some
of the positions the city likely employed at the
Alabama Gates construction camp. The list is
organized from the lowest to highest paying
jobs with daily rates listed for positions that
tended to have higher turnover rates. Monthly
rates indicate privileged positions that received
higher pay, had greater stability, and thus also
had concomitantly higher relative status.
Discriminatory hiring practices on the aqueduct
project mirrored patterns in other large construction projects in Canada and the western United
States during the same period (Bradwin 1928;
Rogge et al. 1995:128). Although specific
information about the ethnic composition of
the Alabama Gates camp has not been located,
some general employment trends for the Los
Angeles Aqueduct project can be drawn from
the 1910 manuscript population census (Figure
1). At least 800 entries in Inyo County, which
encompassed the northern third of the project
and contains the Alabama Gates camp, can be
clearly associated with the aqueduct construction.
The demographic composition of the aqueduct
crews at that time was ethnically diverse and
dominated by single men. Only 23 women
and 23 children were present at Inyo County
aqueduct camps. The women generally lived
in households headed by skilled or supervisory
workers, although two prostitutes were also
enumerated.
The aqueduct workforce was highly stratified
by occupation along ethnic lines, with 82% of
the higher paying, skilled, professional, and
supervisory jobs dominated by native-born whites
(northern European, Canadian, and Australian
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TABLE 1
SELECTED POSITIONS AND PAY RANGES, 1912
Position Title
Laborers
Blacksmiths
Carpenters
Shift Bosses
Concrete Foremen
Electricians
Clerks
Shovel Operators
Superintendents
Engineers

No. of Steps

Pay Range

Positions Authorized

3
3
3
2
4
7
13
5
5
10

$2.00–$2.50/day
$3.00–$4.00/day
$3.00–$4.00/day
$3.50–$4.00/day
$3.50/day–$160/month
$3.50/day–$175/month
$70–$175/month
$130–$205/month
$125–$250/month
$100–$833/month

5,656
135
260
232
77
57
289
34
54
69

Note: Derived from Los Angeles Board of Public Works (1911).

immigrants comprised the remaining 18%).
Those positions included blacksmiths, electricians,
plumbers, steam shovel operators, carpenters,
machinists, surveyors, timekeepers, stenographers,
bookkeepers, foremen, stable bosses, engineers,
doctors, a dentist, and two merchants apparently
operating within the confines of aqueduct con-

FIGURE 1. Aqueduct Workforce in Inyo County, 1910.
Mexican Americans are enumerated as white.)

struction camps. The lowest-paying occupations
were dominated by foreign-born men (60%),
although native-born workers were also present
in large numbers (40%). Common laborers were
predominantly Mexicans and southern Europeans,
followed by native-born whites, Germans, and
Irish. Other low-paying jobs included cement

(Source: U.S. Manuscript Population Census.

Native
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workers, explosives handlers, teamsters, cooks,
butchers, and waiters. Common laborers made
between $2.00 and $2.50 per day less expenses,
which included 30 cents per meal, the costs of
getting to and from the work sites, and 50 cents
a month for medical services.
Almost all the foreign-born workers were
recent immigrants, naturalized primarily in 1909
and 1910 with none earlier than 1900. Many of
them spoke no English. All 17 of the Chinese
laborers worked exclusively in food services
occupations at a time when discriminatory legislation and public sentiment were severely
limiting their choices. Two Native Americans
also were employed as teamsters. Although
no African Americans were employed on the
aqueduct project in Inyo County in 1910, some
may have worked at the Alabama Gates camp
two years later (based on a photograph of the
community).
In addition to using preferential hiring practices, the City of Los Angeles also paid bonuses
in a selective manner to speed up certain construction tasks. For example, bonuses were
offered for riveting sections of steel siphon
pipe and for progress in tunneling (Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power [LADWP]
1916:200; Los Angeles Office of the Mayor
1911:1–2). Riveters, already among the highest
paid tradesmen at $3.50 per day, received an
average bonus of 55 cents for exceeding specified daily base rates. The tunneling bonus
provided for the payment of 13.3 cents per
foot per man whose tunneling exceeded 8 lineal
feet per shift, but those benefits went largely
to the miners, rather than to the muckers and
timbermen who had to keep up the same pace.
In both cases, the highest-paid positions were
typically held by native-born or northern European men.
Scientific management policies also sought
to replace what Gutman (1976) has characterized as premodern work habits with practices
and attitudes that achieved greater productivity
and profits for those controlling the means of
production. Premodern work habits included
patterns such as irregular work hours, alcohol
consumption during breaks and lunch, and taking
days off for ethnic, religious, and family occasions or simply to sleep off the results of too
much alcohol consumption on days off. Those
patterns conflicted with the demands of capitalists

and large public employers like the City of Los
Angeles for regularity, timeliness, discipline,
long working hours, and efficiency. Many
immigrants from nonindustrialized countries
lacked that work ethic and successive waves of
new immigrants continually renewed the conflict
between traditional work norms and these new
demands.
Labor relations during the Gilded Age were
also embedded in broader social dialogs between
dominant and subordinate social groups. Dominant groups generally absolved themselves of
responsibility for the suffering of subordinates
through a belief in the separation of economics
from moral life (Fine 1978). That separation
legitimized laissez-faire business practices by
virtue of divine or scientific laws that also
equated poverty with failure and sin in accordance with Calvinist philosophy. Responses to
such ideological justifications depended largely
on the degree to which members of American
society benefited or were discomfited by industrial expansion.
A rising middle class embraced to varying
degrees the optimism of laissez-faire economic
progress and its underlying philosophy. The
middle class promoted values such as temperance
that reinforced feelings of moral superiority and
set itself apart from the impoverished lower
classes as well as the excesses of the elite
(Mrozowski et al. 1996; Reckner and Brighton
1999). Subordinate classes and their allies
often challenged or simply resisted dominant
group ideologies. That resistance gave rise to
the ascendancy of organized labor movements,
socialism, and evangelical Protestantism in the
late-19th century (Gutman 1976; Licht 1995).
It also prompted the passage of progressive
labor reforms that improved working and living
conditions for workers after the turn of century.
Archaeological investigations at work camps
and other worker housing areas can reveal how
worker responses to the divisive scientific management strategies of employers like the City
of Los Angeles played a pivotal role in the
formation of class identities and the negotiation
of improved working conditions.
Constructing the Los Angeles Aqueduct
While the political controversies surrounding
the development of the aqueduct and the sheer
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magnitude of the undertaking are considered
in a plethora of published works (LADWP
1916; Hoffman 1981; Kahrl 1982; Reisner 1987;
Walton 1992), the lives and struggles of the men
that built the enormous water-delivery system
have remained more obscure. Before examining
archaeological data from the Alabama Gates
camp, it is essential to briefly introduce the
aqueduct construction project, regional labor
conditions, and relations between workers and
the City of Los Angeles.
Development of the aqueduct sprang from the
rapid growth of the City of Los Angeles at
the end of the 19th century. The city’s population expanded from 102,000 in 1890 to more
than half a million residents in 1913. Because
of its arid environment, local water supplies
were quickly exhausted, and the search for
new sources became an early priority. During
the 1890s, Fred Eaton, a former mayor and
large landowner in the Owens Valley, began to
promote his vision of an aqueduct through the
desert to bring water from the Owens River
south to Los Angeles. The Los Angeles Board
of Water Commissioners secretly authorized
Eaton to acquire options on 20,000 miners inches
of water from the Owens River and enough
land to bring that water through the Owens
Valley and Mojave Desert to the City of Los
Angeles (Osborne 1913:247). After the matter
was made public in June 1905, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power’s (LADWP)
chief engineer William Mulholland developed a
formal design for a 215-mi. aqueduct that would
bring the water as far as the San Fernando
Valley (Figure 2). From there, it would be distributed to the city. The proposed aqueduct was
the third-largest hydraulic engineering endeavor
of its time, surpassed only by New York City’s
water system and the Panama Canal.
The plan was actively supported by Harrison
G. Otis, the owner of the conservative Los
Angeles Times, Henry E. Huntington, and other
wealthy Angelinos who held vast tracts of land
in the San Fernando Valley and stood to gain
from the project (Rawls and Bean 1993:297).
Socialists and Owens Valley residents denounced
the plan, suggesting it was designed to enrich
a few wealthy men and might cost as much as
twice the amount Mullholland estimated (Walton
1992). Despite that opposition, Los Angeles
voters approved a 23-million-dollar bond measure
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for the aqueduct construction project by a margin
of more than 10 to 1 (Osborne 1913:248).
The first Los Angeles Aqueduct was built
between 1907 and 1913 and involved the creation of a complex system of canals, siphons,
tunnels, dams, reservoirs, diversion structures,
cascades, and control devices, as well as support
facilities such as electrical power generation
plants, cement plants, 57 temporary construction
camps, roads, and electrical power and telephone
transmission lines (LADWP 1916). Construction
of the aqueduct also spurred the extension of
the Southern Pacific Railroad as far north as
Owenyo near Lone Pine. The construction was
pursued simultaneously in many locations under
the aegis of 10 working divisions.
Work in the vicinity of the Alabama Gates
camp fell within the Olancha Division and
involved construction of the Alabama Gates
and an open, concrete-lined canal that extended
nearly 30 mi. south to the Haiwee Reservoirs.
As many as five separate crews pursued the
task, gradually leapfrogging their way north
and establishing new camps at roughly 4-mi.
intervals. The Alabama Gates camp was one
of the last construction camps occupied prior to
completion of the aqueduct in early 1913 and
had an average crew of 136 men, a few of their
dependents, and several camp cooks employed
by a contractor (Figure 3).
The crew at the camp was split into at least
two task groups: one assigned to a steam shovel
and the second responsible for final grading,
forming, and concrete work. Dynamite was
used extensively to break up huge boulders in
the path of the excavation, particularly when
traversing the mouths of side drainages. Finish
grading followed the power excavation and was
accomplished by hand with the aid of mules.
The work was tackled with day and night shifts
during 1912 (LADWP 1912b:22). Despite passage of the state’s first 8-hour workday law in
1909, unit cost reports indicate that aqueduct
workers averaged nearly 250 hours per month
between April and September of 1912 (LADWP
1912a). Even taking the 6-day workweek into
consideration, that figure suggests the average
worker routinely put in about 10 hours per day.
In addition to those long working hours, the
aqueduct construction work was difficult, remote,
temporary, and subject to extreme seasonal
temperature fluctuations. Those factors made
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FIGURE 2. The first Los Angeles aqueduct.
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FIGURE 3. Workers at the Alabama Gates Camp in
1912. (Courtesy of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power.)

aqueduct jobs some of the least desirable positions available in the region.
Although the West acted as a labor magnet
during the 1910s because relative real wages
there outpaced other parts of the country by
roughly 20% (Atack and Passell 1994), the City
of Los Angeles had difficulty attracting workers.
It placed advertisements in newspapers and relied
heavily on employment agencies, with more than
100,000 workers reportedly passing through the
ranks of a workforce that averaged just over
3,000 men throughout the five years it took to
complete construction (Eddy 1911:1). In at least
two cases, the Los Angeles Board of Public
Works even approved funding for the equivalent
of a round-trip railroad fare from Los Angeles
to attract workers (Los Angeles Board of Public
Works 1913), and the expenditure of those funds
suggests such measures were evidently required
to keep the work going (LADWP 1912a).
While the average job tenure in California
in the first decade of the 20th century was a
remarkable 13 years and less than 7% of the
workforce held jobs under 3 years (Carter and
Savoca 1991), employment on the Los Angeles
Aqueduct construction project was clearly short
term. That trend toward increasing transience
had already become a hallmark of capitalist
industry in the East during the same period.
Several studies of job tenure in late-19th-century
eastern cities found more than 50% of the workers remained with an employer for less than 6
months (Thernstrom 1964; Katz et al. 1982).
Transience was most pronounced at the bottom
of the economic scale, where workers looked
after their own best interests by voting with
their feet (Licht 1995:65; Wurst 1999:15). For
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example, many aqueduct workers reportedly
left for jobs in the northwest United States or
British Columbia during the hot summer months
(Pentland 1916; Nelson 1971).
Anecdotal accounts suggest the open-ditch
work in the Olancha Division was largely done
by Balkan and Mexican laborers in 1911 and
1912 (Nunis 1982:117). However, nearly half of
the entire aqueduct workforce reportedly returned
to the Balkan region in 1912 to take up arms
in the growing conflict that led to World War I
(Nelson 1971:5). Such labor shortages typified
the far west during this period but became
particularly critical at the time the Alabama
Gates camp was occupied. Some of the slack
may have been taken up by native-born transients. Known for their hard drinking ways,
such men were the source of a comment by
William Mullholland, the aqueduct’s chief engineer, that “whiskey built the aqueduct” (Cross
1968:6).
While labor shortages gave workers bargaining
power, divisions within the workforce and other
significant regional developments influenced
their relations with the City of Los Angeles.
In late 1910, a general strike was initiated by
the Western Federation of Miners (WFM) in
response to the increasing cost and decreasing
quality of the food provided by the city’s food
contractor, Daniel Desmond (Nunis 1982:174;
Foster 1994:13–14). About three-quarters of
the aqueduct workforce joined the strike by
February 1911. However, the strike withered the
following month. Although many factors were
probably responsible for its failure, escalating
conflicts between organized labor and capitalists
in Los Angeles undoubtedly played some role.
Under the leadership of Harrison Gray Otis,
the union-breaking publisher of the Los Angeles
Times, members of the Merchants and Manufacturers Association boycotted employers willing
to bargain with workers starting in the 1890s.
When several union activists admitted the 1
October 1910 bombing of the Times Building a
year later, “the confession destroyed [Socialist
candidate Job] Harriman’s election chances
and the WFM’s strike [against the city], and
crippled organized labor in Los Angeles” (Foster
1994:15). Those developments overshadowed
life and labor relations at the Alabama Gates
construction camp the following year.
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Archaeological Work at the Alabama Gates
Camp
Located about 4 mi. north of Lone Pine in
the Owens Valley of eastern California, the
Alabama Gates camp was investigated in 1997
in connection with a planned highway construction project (Van Bueren et al. 1999). The
camp consisted largely of surface deposits and
features located on a broad, gently sloping
bench below the aqueduct and above the floor
of the Owens Valley (Figure 4). At the time it
was studied, the site was in a fairly good state
of preservation with few modern intrusions and
disturbances. Among other research objectives,
the archaeological work sought to examine the
importance of class and ethnic differences at
the camp and the quality of living conditions
indicated there.
The importance of differences was approached
through analysis of camp organization and comparisons of assemblages recovered from different
housing neighborhoods. In particular, household
assemblages were examined for evidence of
alcohol and tobacco consumption patterns and
the presence of artifacts associated with other
preferences that might be used to distinguish
dominant group values from traits linked to
working-class identity. Living conditions were
examined through an analysis of sanitation
practices, camp organization, and food quality.
These objectives were pursued by sampling all
structures in the camp by surface collection.
A total of 36 structures were examined. Thirtytwo consisted of dwellings, and four served
communal or industrial functions. The latter
buildings included a blacksmith’s shop (Feature
49), mess hall (Feature 46), kitchen (Feature
63/65), and a structure that probably served
as the camp’s only bathhouse (Feature 67).
Subsurface scrapes were also conducted in half
of the dwellings and in all four of the communal structures, revealing that cultural deposits
extended a maximum of just 4 in. below the
ground surface. In addition, refuse dumps were
sampled to determine the range of artifact types
present, and stratigraphic excavations took place
in four of the most promising pit features with
largely negative results. As a result, the functions of the nine pit features at the camp are
unknown.

Class Dialogs
The organization of the Alabama Gates camp
provides the most direct evidence for the scientific management strategies of the City of
Los Angeles and their impact on interactions
among the workers of the camp. Unlike more
haphazard configurations common in camps
associated with smaller operations or from earlier
eras (Foster et al. 1988), the Alabama Gates
camp has an orderly and formal arrangement
that includes the segregation of the housing
stock into four distinct neighborhoods. While
no plans of the city’s other construction camps
are known, historic photographs of several dozen
other aqueduct camps reveal consistent principles
were applied to their design. For example,
canvas dwellings and wood cabins were always
arranged in neat, evenly spaced rows, and communal structures were typically separated from
dwelling areas. A uniform look also resulted
from the use of standardized structures that
were moved from camp to camp either fully
assembled or in pieces (LADWP 1916). The
orderly arrangement of the housing set a clear
tone of discipline and conformity.
The housing was segregated into four distinct
neighborhoods that appear to reflect differences
in social standing, job assignments, and marital
status. Those areas consisted of four woodframe cabins (Features 32, 33, 35, and 38),
the main canvas bunkhouse area, two isolated
dwellings at the north end of the camp (Features
1 and 2), and the cook’s living quarters (Feature
64). The four wood cabins are interpreted
as a high-status neighborhood based on the
wide separations between those structures, their
substantial foundations, their relative isolation
from the rest of the camp, and associated materials indicating married couples occupied two
of the cabins (Features 35 and 38). The presence of women is implied by the only ceramic
tablewares at the site, a purse latch mechanism,
substantial evidence of household food preparation, and rock alignments around both cabins
believed to reflect landscaping or gardening
activities. These indications of domesticity are
consistent with the material elaboration associated
with family residences at other Owens Valley
aqueduct camps (Figure 5). Wives and children
resided with some of the supervisory and higher-
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FIGURE 4. Layout of the Alabama Gates Camp (CA-INY-3760/H).
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paid skilled workers on the aqueduct project
according to the census data already discussed.
The use of wood cabins was also effectively
restricted to workers from higher income brackets
because a rental fee was typically charged for
their use (LADWP 1916).
The main canvas bunkhouse neighborhood
consisted of rows of gabled canvas tents supported by wood framing and platform floors
that rested on raised earth perimeter berms. A
portion of this housing area is visible in Figure
3 above. The city furnished these tents and
bunks free. Single tents measured 16 ft. per
side and held an average of 4 persons. About
half of the tent bunkhouses consisted of two
joined tents that had double the occupancy of
a single tent. While canvas dwellings at other
camps were sometimes customized, no evidence
of alterations was found among the tent cabins
at the Alabama Gates camp. One tent (Feature
14) in the main housing neighborhood had two
women’s clothing fasteners, and a woman’s
shoe was also found in a nearby refuse dump
(Feature 3). However, the scarcity of those
materials and absence of other related signs of
domesticity, such as household food preparation,
tend to suggest visitation rather than occupation
by one or more women. Alternatively, women’s
clothing may have been brought to the main
tent housing area by men.
Several isolated dwellings were also present
at the camp. Feature 64 is located near the
kitchen and was a practical choice for the cooks,
employed by an independent contractor, who
were responsible for meal preparation. In contrast, there are several plausible explanations
for the segregation of two other tent dwellings
(Features 1 and 2) at the north end of the camp.
One possibility is that Features 1 and 2 were
occupied by workers with status slightly above
that of the rest of the workforce. The association of buttons from more expensive and specialized types of work clothing (Carhartt brand)
offer some limited support for that interpretation,
while the close spacing of the two structures
and absence of modifications and landscaping
stand in contrast to the privileged wood cabin
neighborhood. Another plausible explanation for
the segregation of Features 1 and 2 is that they
may represent an ethnic enclave. However, the
assemblages lack a distinctive ethnic signature.
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The segregation of the housing stock at the
Alabama Gates camp appears potentially significant as a sign of divisions within the workforce.
However, it is unclear whether similar practices
were followed at other Los Angeles Aqueduct
camps since historic photographs do not show
entire camps and no plans have been located.
Consistencies in the organization of the aqueduct
camps do tend to suggest that camp layouts
primarily reflect management ideology rather
than worker choice. With that said, supervisory
personnel clearly could have exercised some
discretion in the placement of housing, especially
the wood cabin neighborhood and the isolated
dwellings designated as Features 1 and 2. In
either case, the separation of the housing stock
is potentially meaningful as a sign of distance
placed between groups of workers in the camp.
Turning now to the analysis of assemblages
recovered from households located in different
camp neighborhoods, the evidence for differences
in class values is limited. Assemblages from
all households tended to be sparse, with a high
proportion of personal artifacts such as clothing
parts. The most distinctive assemblages came
from the family occupations (Features 35 and 38)
in the wood-cabin neighborhood, where ceramic
tablewares reveal an effort to create a middleclass lifestyle that included an emphasis on
tea service. However, the mismatched wares
from both households reflect an imperfect realization of that objective, and some are rather gaudy
when compared to pieces in vogue among dominant groups of the period. The tablewares from

FIGURE 5. Interior of Cole residence at an unidentified
Owens Valley aqueduct camp, 1912. (Courtesy of Bill
and Thelma Gano.)
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these households included hand-painted floral,
gilded, blue transfer print, and molded white
improved earthenwares as well as porcelains
consisting of a German hand-painted floral
cup with gilding, a floral decal cup, a Chinese
celadon bowl, and a Japanese export bowl with
cobalt blue pattern. These materials suggest the
residents of Features 35 and 38 set themselves
apart from the rest of the camp by identifying
the refinements associated with privilege. However, other potential indications of class differences are absent. For example, alcohol and
tobacco consumption patterns at Features 35 and
38 are comparable to those found elsewhere in
the camp.
Historical accounts consistently suggest alcohol consumption was a major problem in the
aqueduct camps:
It created such a barrier that at certain periods in
certain camps work had to be suspended for several
days, or until the men were in a condition to work
again. This problem did not always apply to each
individual but it applied to practically all camps in a
greater or less degree. The closer the camp to Los
Angeles, the more serious the problem. At the time of
any holiday, the camps were almost deserted. Some of
the men from the camps got no farther than Mojave,
where they were bereft of their money. They were
prohibited on certain holidays from leaving camp, so
they would combine and send some man to some place
where liquor could be secured and have him bring
out enough to stock the ordinary saloon. They would
then go to some place near the camp and drink all
the holiday or until the supply was exhausted. In
this way the liquor problem was felt, but it did not
cause an exodus of the men and saved the gathering
together of another bunch of men for the work, thus
causing a much shorter period of incapacity among
the men. During the construction period, saloon men
in and around Los Angeles reaped a veritable harvest
(Pentland 1916:20–21).

While dominant group reformers portrayed
smoking and drinking as immoral and inefficient
(Gutman 1976:19–21), members of the working
classes often rejected such proscriptions. It
is thus significant that alcohol and tobacco
products were used consistently by almost every
household in every camp neighborhood. Table 2
compares average alcohol and tobacco consumption rates per household in each neighborhood at
the Alabama Gates camp. To ensure comparability, the basic tabulation is predicated on materials

recovered from surface contexts at 31 sampled
residential structures and adjusted for per-capita
consumption. Per-capita consumption rates were
calculated assuming two persons occupied each
wood cabin and the rest of the population was
evenly distributed among the other residences.
The other residences consisted of identically
sized, single tents, which would have housed
3.7 workers, and double tents, which held twice
that many men. Since most refuse was found
in dumps surrounding the camp, these remains
likely reflect materials overlooked during regular clean-up operations or left behind during
the final period of occupation—not the total
consumption rate. Nevertheless, they do indicate
just how widespread the consumption of alcohol
and tobacco was across all neighborhoods.
The residents of outlying Features 1 and 2
showed the greatest moderation in both tobacco
and alcohol use, while the residents of the wood
cabins had the highest alcohol consumption rate
in the camp and used tobacco products at a rate
comparable to the men in the main tent-housing
neighborhood. Upon closer inspection, it is clear
that heavier drinking in certain households has
skewed the neighborhood averages to varying
degrees. This problem is most pronounced in
the wood-cabin neighborhood where the average
per-capita alcoholic-beverage container incidence
falls to just 1 bottle per resident when the 13
bottles from Feature 38 are excluded. The
average for the main tent-housing neighborhood
falls slightly to a rate of just 1.1 bottles per
person when Features 10, 17, 23, and 42 are
excluded. Only one dwelling (Feature 15 in
the main tent-housing neighborhood) lacked
alcoholic beverage containers, suggesting use of
such products was widespread.
Tobacco consumption was most prevalent
among the residents of the wood cabins and
the canvas dwellings in the main tent-housing
neighborhood, averaging three times the rate
indicated for the occupants of the isolated dwellings at Features 1 and 2. The average consumption rate of two cans of tobacco products per
capita can hardly be considered high when the
nearly yearlong occupation of the site is taken
into consideration, however. Like alcohol use,
tobacco consumption was very prevalent, with
only one feature in the wood-cabin neighbor-
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TABLE 2
PREVALENCE OF ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
IN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS*
Wood Cabins
No. of Dwellings
Mean Population
Tobacco MNI
Mean by house
% lacking trait
Per capita use
Alcohol MNI
Mean by house
% lacking trait
Per capita use

4
8
11
2.8
25%
1.4
17
4.3
0
2.1

Features 1 & 2

Main Tent Area

2
7
5
2.5
0
0.7
4
2.0
0
0.6

25
124
232
9.3
0
1.9
79
3.0
8%
0.6

Totals
31
139
248
8.0
3%
1.8
100
3.2
6%
0.7

*Quantities reflect materials recovered from surface collection units. Household size assumes even distribution of camp population among
standardized tents, which came in single and double sizes.

hood (Feature 32) lacking evidence of smoking
products. Abstention for both types of products
was thus rare.
These patterns reveal generally modest but
pervasive use of tobacco and alcohol among the
residents of the camp’s three neighborhoods.
Even taking into account the presence of caches
of alcoholic beverage containers in some of
the camp’s refuse dumps (especially Feature
20) and the size and potency of many of the
containers (gallon demijohns make up 13% of
the collection, quart-size beer bottles constitute
another 25%, and hard liquor containers comprise
another 7%), the per-capita alcoholic-beverage
consumption rates remain relatively low when
compared to the reputation aqueduct workers
received in historical accounts. This may, in
part, be a reflection of the camp’s proximity to
Lone Pine (about 3 mi. away), where workers
would have had easy access to alcohol.
To what extent was this rejection of dominant
group values an act of social resistance? One
indication is the pervasiveness of such activities, even in communal and work areas. The
recovery of both alcohol and tobacco products in
all four of the camp’s communal and industrial
buildings (Feature 46 [mess hall], Feature 49
[blacksmith shop], Features 63/65 [cook house],
and Feature 67 [bathhouse]) is consistent with
what Gutman (1976) has characterized as premodern work habits—a pattern that incorporated
alcohol consumption in the workday. Interestingly, households with timekeeping devices typically had the lowest rates of alcohol consump-

tion, in keeping with behavior more consistent
with capitalist expectations for efficiency and
timeliness (Van Bueren et al. 1999:189).
Despite the creation of separate housing districts within the camp, class distinctions were not
very pronounced in the archaeological record.
The most significant departure from workingclass values is suggested by the ceramic tablewares used by the only two families in the
camp (Features 35 and 38). However, those
wares are mismatched and somewhat out of
step as symbols of middle-class fashion. Both
households consumed alcohol and tobacco at
rates comparable to and even exceeding other
camp households. Thus, while some social
distance may have been maintained, the residents
of the camp shared many values, such as a
propensity to drink alcohol, consume tobacco,
and live relatively frugally while in the camp.
While those similarities are at seeming odds
with the separation of the housing stock, differences in position, privilege, and marital status
undoubtedly influenced interactions among the
residents of the camp in ways too subtle to be
discerned from the surviving material record.
Quality of Life
Two lines of evidence provide useful insights
into the quality of life in the Alabama Gates
camp. The first involves the observance of
sanitary practices, and the second concerns
the quality of the meat incorporated in the
camp diet. With regard to camp sanitation, the
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Alabama Gates camp was occupied just prior to
the creation of legislative mandates prompted
by a 3 August 1913 riot at a Wheatland hop
ranch (California Commission of Immigration
and Housing 1914). While the aqueduct project
retained professional medical staff to oversee
the health and safety of the workforce (Nunis
1982), many aspects of sanitation in the aqueduct
camps were inadequate according to standards
later proposed by the California Commission of
Immigration and Housing (CCIH) in 1914.
Several aspects of the layout and sanitary practice at the Alabama Gates camp were broadly
consistent with standards later enforced by
the CCIH at camps like the Butt Dam camp,
discussed in this volume by Mary Maniery.
One example of following standards is the
careful segregation of industrial areas like the
blacksmith’s shop (Feature 49) and stock management area from the residential portion of
the camp. The stock management area associated with the Alabama Gates camp was located
roughly 500 ft. northeast of the main camp,
while the blacksmith’s shop was several hundred feet from other camp structures. The percapita living space and air volume in the dwelling structures at the camp also complied with
minimum standards established by the CCIH,
although the flimsy canvas dwellings used by
most workers offered little protection from
the extremes of heat and cold prevalent in
the Owens Valley. Because no privies were
positively identified, it is unclear whether they
were properly located and suitably plentiful. It
is clear that the single bathhouse (Feature 67)
was inadequate for the roughly 140 residents of
the camp. Refuse disposal also took place inappropriately close to habitation and kitchen areas,
although it was at least incinerated regularly to
deter infestations by pests. These facts indicate
the quality of sanitation was probably less than
adequate. In contrast, there is clear evidence
that much more rigorous sanitation standards
were being enforced at camps like the one
discussed by Maniery (in this volume) and
occupied just over a decade after the Alabama
Gates camp.
Another insight into the quality of life in
the Alabama Gates camp comes from the food
served there. The food in the camp was provided by the same contractor whose inferior and
costly meals prompted the only strike on the
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aqueduct project in 1910–1911. The poor food
also was one of several factors that contributed
to the high turnover rate in the workforce,
according to some sources (Nelson 1971; Nunis
1982). Workers reportedly wanted more and
better quality meat and did not like the use of
oleomargarine instead of butter. Findings at
the Alabama Gates camp revealed that use of
Cotolene brand oleomargarine was common, and
the amount and quality of the meat remained
poor.
Faunal materials were found and collected
from the kitchen area and several dwelling
features in the camp, indicating both corporate
and individual use of meat. While a fair amount
of animal bone was collected, only about 10%
of that material could be positively identified
by species, due to fragmentation and burning.
Table 3 lists the number of individual specimens
(NISP) and minimum number of individuals
(MNI) represented in the identified portion of
the collection. Meat from major meat animals
(cow, sheep, and pig) was apparently arriving
at the site already butchered, based on the
limited range of body parts represented—a fact
consistent with historical accounts. The presence of game animals, birds, and fish reflect
the fact that the residents of the camp were
supplementing their diet.
Table 4 summarizes the percentage of meat
weight according to the relative price of the
represented meat cuts from major meat animals.
The majority of the meat cuts were moderate
and lower-priced selections, typical of those
used for soups and stews. This would have
stretched the limited animal protein to feed the
most workers. Some canned fish and other
meat products also contributed to the camp diet.
When the faunal evidence from the Alabama
Gates camp is compared to the Butt Dam construction camp occupied roughly a decade later,
it is clear that the quality of food at the later
camp included more and better quality meat.
Higher priced meat cuts dominated the Butt
camp assemblage, and there is very little evidence that the diet was supplemented with wild
game (Gust 1998).
Both of the foregoing lines of evidence suggest the quality of life in western work camps
improved in the decade following the occupation
of the Alabama Gates camp. The reasons spurring those improvements involved a variety of
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TABLE 3
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FAUNA
Type
Cow
Sheep
Pig
Artiodactyl
Rabbits
Ducks
Quail
Carp
Chicken Eggs
Mussels

Kitchens

Tent Houses

52
7
34
16
7
5
2

4

2
3

Totals

128

NISP
Wood Cabins

12

1

1

4

14

187

3

1

8

1

25
1

1
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Conclusion
Preferential hiring, scientific management
practices, and camp design focused attention on
differences among the workers in the Alabama
Gates camp. Four separate housing areas were
found at the camp, and at least one of those
neighborhoods housed privileged workers, including two married couples. Despite that segregation, however, the residents of the camp apparently shared many broad similarities in values,
including a proclivity for the consumption of

TABLE 4
PERCENTAGE OF MEAT WEIGHT BY PRICE
FOR MAJOR MEAT ANIMALS

High
Medium
Low

% Beef
9
71
20

Meat Type
% Mutton % Pork
85
15

Total
100
100
a
Summed across meat types.

Averagea

12
88

10
67
23

100

100

Total
68
7
38
16
8
14
2
26
3
5

factors that included legislated mandates, the
influence of organized labor, the recognition by
employers that it was in their own self-interest
to improve some conditions in order to attract
better qualified workers, and perhaps other factors. Requirements for improved camp sanitation
were the subject of California legislation, while
improvements in diet may have largely occurred
to attract workers (Conners 1997).

Price

Other Areas

1

MNI
5
1
1
1
2
3
1
3
5
22

alcohol and tobacco. Thus, while the population
of the camp was undoubtedly ethnically diverse
and stratified to some extent by position and
privilege, the meager remains left in different
camp neighborhoods did not provide a clear
basis for distinguishing class differences.
Comparison of the living conditions at the
Alabama Gates camp with those prevailing at
the Butt Dam camp occupied a decade later
suggest living conditions improved considerably
over time as a result of legislation and other factors. While Los Angeles remained an open-shop
city until the World War II, due in part to the
legacy of the bombing of the Los Angeles Times
Building in 1910 by labor activists, progressive
reforms in California and other western states,
nevertheless, gradually improved working conditions statewide. The pace of regional improvements in working conditions depended to a large
extent on how effectively workers organized
their resistance. Work camps like the one near
the Alabama Gates provide important venues for
examining how the negotiation of class relations
worked out on the ground.
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